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An automatic system for detecting and counting sister chromatid exchanges in human

chromosomes has been developed. Metaphase chromosomes from lymphocytes which had

incorporated 5-bromodeoxyuridine for two replication cycles were treated with the dye 33258

Hoechst and photodegraded so that the sister chromatids exhibited differential Giemsa
staining. A computer-controlled television-microscope system was used to acquire digitized
metaphase spread images by direct scanning of microscope slides. Individual objects in the
images were identified by a thresholding procedure. The probability that each object was a
single, separate chromosome was estimated from size and shape measurements. An analysis

of the spatial relationships of the dark-chromatid regions of each object yielded a set of
possible exchange locations and estimated probabilities that such locations corresponded to
sister chromatid exchanges. A normalized estimate of the sister chromatid exchange fre-

quency was obtained by summing the joint probabilities that a location contained an ex-
change within a single, separate chromosome over the set of chromosomes from one or more

cells and dividing by the expected value of the total chromosome area analyzed. Comparison
with manual scoring of exchanges showed satisfactory agreement up to levels of approxi-

mately 30 sister chromatid exchanges/cell, or slightly more than twice control levels. The
processing time for this automated sister chromatid exchange detection system was compara-

ble to that of manual scoring.

An important parameter measured in many

studies dealing with sister chromatid ex-

changes (S.C.E.) is the average number of ex-

changes per metaphase cell or per diploid chro-

mosome complement. It has been observed that

various chemical agents can cause increases in

S.C.E. frequencies at concentrations insuffi-

cient to produce a significant increase in break

frequency (2, 4, 9, 10, 16, 21, 22). The number of

S.C.E.’s induced can serve as a sensitive assay

of the concentration of clastogenic agents (e.g.,

mitomycin C) in the cell culture medium. More-

over, positive correlations have been noted be-

tween the mutagenic and carcinogenic proper-

ties of an agent and its ability to induce sister

chromatid exchanges in cultured cells (21).
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S.C.E. frequencies vary markedly among in-

dividuals with certain inherited diseases (7)

which predispose to cancer. For example, in

cells cultured from Bloom’s syndrome patients,

higher than normal S.C.E. frequencies are oh-

served (5). Cultured cells from Fanconi’s ane-

mia patients exhibit normal S.C.E. frequencies

under control conditions but fewer exchanges

than normal cells in response to mitomycin C
treatment (17); the decrease is accompanied by

an increase in chromosome and chromatid

breaks. Conversely, cells from patients with

xeroderma pigmentosum show a much greater

than normal increase in S.C.E.’s in response to

ultraviolet light (1). Quantitatively smaller in-

terindividual differences in S.C.E. frequencies

might occur in other conditions; these would

provide a second area in which S.C.E. analysis

might be useful.

Sister chromatid exchanges were initially de-

tected by autoradiography (23) but are more

simply quantitated by recently developed

BrdU-dye methods (8, 11-14, 20). To date, sister

chromatid exchanges have been scored man-
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FIG. 1. Human metaphase chromosomes stained to differentiate sister chromatids. The chromosomes
were taken from lymphocyctes cultured for two replication cycles in medium containing BrdU. A Hoechst
33258 dye-plus-light reaction followed by Giemsa staining (11, 18, 20) produced the unequal chromatid
absorbance seen here, allowing visible-light identification of sister chromatid exchanges.
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FIG. 2. Determination of the global search
threshold for each picture. The threshold (THR) was
selected by normalizing the height and dynamic
range ofthe intensity histogram, locating point A as
shown, and then adding a fixed offset.

tamed by adding 0.003, 0.01, 0.03 or 0.1 �ig/ml mito-
mycin C to the growth medium during the third and

final day of culture. After cell harvest and slide
preparation, the chromosomes were stained with the

dye 33258 Hoechst (kindly provided by Dr. H.

Loewe, Hoechst AG), exposed to ordinary fluores-
cent illumination for 6 hr, and soaked in 2 x SSC
buffer at 60#{176}C(20). Giemsa staining of these slides
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ually from photographs of metaphase chromo-

some spreads exhibiting sister chromatid differ-

entiation (e.g. , Ref. 18 for a review of tech-

niques). Since chromosomes from 20 or more

cells must typically be examined to detect with

statistical confidence small differences in

S.C.E. frequency, such methods are tedious

and time consuming. Moreover, there is ap-

proximately a 10% variation in S.C.E. frequen-

cies obtained by different but similarly trained

scorers on the same pictures (18). The present

work is directed toward both automating and

standardizing the procedure for counting

S.C.E.’s. Preliminary work (24) indicated the

feasibility of computer detection of exchanges

from images on photographic negatives, but the

methods used were interactive, rather slow and

not reliable near centromeres or chromatid

tips. The methods developed in the present

work are much faster, are characterized by im-

proved detection accuracy in all regions of the

chromosome, and require human interaction

only to locate suitable metaphase cells.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Specimen preparation: Human lymphocytes were
cultured in medium containing BrdU as described
previously (13-18). Elevated S.C.E. levels were ob-
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FIG. 3. Distribution of area and width measurements of single chromosomes. The RMS half-width is
defined in the text and reflects the average width of each object.
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then produced the desired pattern of one light and
one dark chromatid as shown in Figure 1.

Image acquisition: Metaphase cells were selected
for automatic analysis by a human operator. All
cells in which the operator could distinguish sister
chromatids without difficulty were accepted. The
selected images were acquired directly from slides
using a Leitz Ortholux microscope with illumination
transmitted through a 530 nm narrow band pass
filter, a 100 x planapochromat objective, and a 1029-

line Vidicon television camera interfaced to a Tempo
II minicomputer. This system provided a 64-level
gray scale and spatial resolution of 6 pixels per
micron over a 50 j.t by 50 j.i field of view. Chromo-
somes outside this field of view were not scored, and

the results were subsequently normalized on a chno-
mosome-by-chromosome basis rather than a cell-by-

cellbasis.
Images were transmitted for storage and analysis

to a PDP-9 minicomputer with thirty-two thousand
18-bit words of memory, a one million word disk,
DECtape facility, and various I/O and display pe-
ripherals. The system hardware has been described

in more detail in a previous report (25). Prior to

further processing an image of an empty field of
view was subtracted from each input picture to in-

sure uniform background brightness. This simple
subtraction method was chosen because it was com-
putationally the simplest, and hence fastest, means
of correcting for both shading of the field of view
(low frequency noise) and dust particles in the optics
(high frequency noise). It was not necessary to pne-

serve optical densities since further image analysis
depended only on relative intensities within each

chromosome.
Image analysis: Individual objects were identified

by a thresholding procedure. Each contiguous re-
gion ofthe picture darker than a fixed threshold was
taken to be an object of interest. The threshold was
determined on the basis of the histogram of pixel
intensities as illustrated in Figure 2. A single search
threshold was effective for the entire picture be-
cause of the uniform background intensity produced
by the prior subtraction ofan empty field ofview. To

account for variations in staining intensity, a final
threshold for each object was set by adjusting the
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FIG. 4. Distribution of area and width measurements of objects that were not single chromosomes.

search threshold until the average brightness of the

pixels adjacent to the object was within a small fixed
offset of the average brightness of the background
within six pixels of the object.

After an object had been localized, morphologic
measurements were made to aid in distinguishing

single chromosomes from groups of touching chro-
mosomes, fragments of chromosomes, nuclei or
other debris. The two features measured were the

total area and the “RMS half width.” This width

measure was the square root of the smaller of the
two eigenvalues ofthe covaniance matrix ofthe coon-

dinates of contour points of the object, and physi-
cally corresponded to the square root of the average
squared distance from the contour points to the lin-

ear axis of the object which minimized this measure

(6).
Values of these two features have been plotted for

single chromosomes (as identified by a cytologist) in
Figure 3 and for objects other than single chromo-
somes in Figure 4. The probability that an object

having area A and RMS half-width W was a single
chromosome was estimated as

PA .W (single chromosome)

number of single chromosomes
- having area A and width W

- total number of objects having area
A and width W

where values of A were quantized into 16 groups and

values of W were quantized into 10 groups. This
procedure was simply a Panzen estimation of the
probability density function based on a rectangular

step-function kennal (19). The result is shown in
Figure 5.

Each object, regardless of its area and width mea-
surements, was examined for any possible sister

chromatid exchanges. This was accomplished by
constructing a “contour map” of the chromosome.

That is, the chromosome was thresholded at each
level between that defining its boundary and that
representing black to produce a series of nonover-

lapping contours as illustrated in Figure 6. With our
quantization to sixty-four gray levels, typical chro-
mosomes were characterized by thirty to one

hundred such contours. The criterion for identifying
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distribution shown in Figures 3 and 4 as explained in the text.
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the site of a possible S.C.E. was a subdivision of a

single contour into two or more smaller contours as
the threshold was lowered by one gray level (corre-

spending to decreased light transmission).
Representation of the contours as nodes of a tree

was found to be useful for expressing their contain-
ment properties. Each node was connected by an
edge to the node representing the next larger

(higher level) enclosing contour and by one or more
edges to nodes representing the next smaller (lower
level) enclosed contours. This tree was reduced by

removing any node (and its associated contour)
whose next higher level (lighter) adjacent node was
not a branch point. This scheme typically decreased
the number of contours under consideration from
thirty or more to ten or fewer. Each pair of remain-
ing nodes connected to the same higher level node
then defined two regions between which there could
be a S.C.E. In the event of branching of three on
more nodes from a single node the contours were
ordered according to their logitudinal positions in
the next higher level enclosing contour. Pairs of

adjacent contours were then indentified as corre-
spending to possible exchanges.

Each possible exchange location was tested to
determine its probability ofcorresponding to a sister
chromatid exchange. As illustrated in Figure 7, the
transverse positional skewness was defined as a ra-
tio involving chromosome area and could range from

- 1 to + 1, depending on which side of the chromo-
some the dank chromatid was located.

In Figure 8 are shown examples of the contours
and skewnesses for the metaphase chromosomes ap-

pearing in Figure 1. The measured skewness values
of sister chromatid exchanges occurring on single
chromosomes (identified by a cytologist unaware of
these values) are plotted in Figure 9. The skew-
nesses Si and S2 were combined into new features

Vl = I Si + 52 I and V2 = I Si - 52 I to map equiva-
lent pairs of skewnesses into the same point in fea-
tune space; that is, (Si, 52) is equivalent to (52, 51),
(-Si, -52) and (-52, -51). Likewise in Figure 10
are shown the values obtained from non-S.C.E. loca-
tions on single chromosomes.
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FIG . 6. Tree representation of the contour struc-
tune of an object. This description was useful for
analyzing the spatial relationships of the dank ne-
gions of the object. For illustrative purposes this
object has been thresholded at only four gray levels.
Each node in the tree corresponds to a contour and
each edge represents an enclosure property between
two contours. A contour enclosed by a contour of
similar shape (corresponding to -a node whose next
higher level node is not a branch point) is extra-
neous and hence is deleted (contours B and E). Each
remaining pair of contours enclosed in a common
larger contour defines a possible S.C.E. location
(contour pairs C-D and and F-G).

In a manner similar to that for estimating PA .�.

(single chromosome), the probability density func-
tion that a possible exchange on a single chromo-
some corresponded to a S.C.E. was estimated as

K
P�1.�2S.C.E. I single chromosome) =

with K = number ofS.C.E.’s on

single chromosomes
having skewness

coordinates Vi and V2
and T = total number of possible

exchanges on single
chromosomes having

skewness coordinates Vi
and V2,

where Vi and V2 were each quantized into twelve

groups. The resulting estimated probabilities are
shown in Figure ii.

Estimation of S.C.E. frequency: Estimation of
S.C.E. frequencies utilized the probability density

functions which were determined as outlined in the
previous section. The areas and widths of all the
objects in each picture were measured, and PA.W
(single chromosome) was obtained for each by a
table lockup. Possible exchanges were located on
each object and their skewnesses used to find values
of Pv1.v2 (S.C.E. I single chromosome). The product

Pv1.v2 (S.C.E. I single chromosome) . PAW (single
chromosome) for each possible S.C.E. was simply

the joint probability that a sister chromatid ex-

change existed at that point and that the object
being examined was a single chromosome. Thus the
total number of exchanges detected on single chro-
mosomes was estimated as

4, 42
SI-

43- 44
S2� 4+4

{A�) _ AREAS OF TRANSVERSE SECTIONS OF CHROMOSOME

( SECTION WIDTH W ARBITRARY BUT FIXED

FIG. 7. Measurement of transverse positional
skewnesses. For each possible exchange location two
skewnesses were measured as shown. Each shaded
area was delimited by two straight lines transverse
to the chromosome, the chromosome boundary, and
the midline of the enclosed contour identifying the
dark chromatid (see Fig. 6). One of the transverse
lines was positioned tangent to the enclosed contour
at the end nearer the possible S.C.E. The other
transverse line was offset by the distance W (which
was chosen to be four pixels or 2/3 �) unless the

enclosed contour had length less than W. In such a
case the second transverse line was placed at the tip
of the enclosed contour.

FIG. 8. Example of contours and transverse posi-
tional skewnesses. Pairs of contours in each object
identify possible S.C.E. locations (see Fig. 6). The
lengths and directions ofthe arrows indicate magni-
tudes of skewnesses and orientations of skewness
measurements. (see Fig. 7). The skewness measure-
ments at each possible S.C.E. were used to deter-
mine whether an exchange was actually present.
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Pv1.v2 (S.C.E. � single chromosome)
. PAW (single chromosome).

Likewise the expected total area of single chromo-

somes analyzed was estimated as

S = � A . PA.W (single chromosome).

objects

For example, ifan object was measured with an area
of 240 pixels and a width of 45 pixels, then from
Figure 5, � (single chromosome) = 0.93. If a
possible S.C.E. was identified on this object with
skewness coordinates I Si +52 � = 0.25 and � 51 -52 I
= 0.45, then from Figure ii, P025� 0.45 (S.C.E. I single
chromosome) = 0.78. This possible S.C.E.’s contni-

bution to N would this be �N = (0.93) (0.78) = 0.73.
Likewise this object’s contribution to S would be �S

= (240) (0.93) = 223.
The S.C.E. frequency, F, expressed as a number per

unit area, was then estimated as F = N/S.

RESULTS

The data base for testing the system was

composed of 24 metaphase spreads or parts of

spreads from each offive cultures, four of which

contained mitomycin C in different concentra-

tions. The number of exchanges observed in

single sets of chromosomes ranged from 0 to 44.

The cells were partitioned into training sets

and test sets by the following procedure: The

cells corresponding to each of the five mitomy-

cm C levels (including control) were grouped

into two blocks of equal size. Five of these

blocks, one corresponding to each mitomycin C

level, were combined to form a training set.

The remaining five blocks constituted five sepa-

rate test sets. The blocks were assigned to

training and test sets by this process in each of

the 32 possible combinations. Any single block

of data was thus contained in 16 distinct, but
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FIG. 10. Distribution of skewness values of possible exchanges on single chromosomes which were not in
fact sister chromatid exchanges.

not disjoint, training sets and was a test set for

the remaining sixteen training sets. In this way

the variability in classification due to different

finite training sets could be established. This

entire procedure was performed six times, cor-

responding to different partitions of the cells

corresponding to each mitomycin C level into

two blocks. The results ofgenerating classifiers

from each training set and employing them to

estimate the S.C.E. frequencies ofthe appropri-

ate test sets are shown in Figure 12. The man-

ual counts were made by a cytologist on the

same chromosomes analyzed by the computer.

As is apparent in Figure 12, increases in the

exchange frequency were detectable by this sys-

tem up to levels ofapproximately thirty S.C.E./

cell, or somewhat greater than twice the control

level. Furthermore, the computer estimates

and the manual estimates were nearly equal,

i.e., false positive contributions were balanced

by false negative contributions. At S.C.E. fre-

quencies greater than thirty S.C.E./cell, the

effectiveness ofthe system diminished, presum-

ably because of limited spatial resolution, as

discussed in the following section.

The processing time required for this auto-

mated system was comparable to that of man-

ual counting procedures (Table I). It should be

noted, however, that if the Giemsa process is

used to differentiate sister chromatids, it is not

necessary to photograph the chromosomes in

order to count S.C.E.’s. Omission of this step

would decrease the time required for manual

counting. The coordinates of each cell on the

microscope slide could be recorded to allow a

return to the cell for repeat analysis if desired.

DI5CU55ION

The system described appears capable of

fairly accurate automatic scoring of S.C.E. fre-

quencies of up to about thirty per human pe-

ripheral lymphocyte. While this may prove ad-

equate for some studies, a 2-fold extension of

the range over which S.C.E.’s can be detected
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would insure applicability to many more such

studies. There is at present little need to detect

S.C.E. rates significantly higher than approxi-
mately 60 S.C.E./cell. In such cells, chromo-

some and chromatid breaks begin to occur in

significant numbers, and associated cell killing

reduces the yield of metaphase cells suitable for

analysis. In this section are outlined some of

the factors contributing to the promising per-

formance of the system at intermediate S.C.E.

frequencies, some of the deficiencies thought to

be responsible for the poor performance at

higher frequencies and some of the improve-

ments contemplated to extend the range of

measurement.

The agreement between manual and com-

puter measurements at low S.C.E. levels dem-

onstrates the practicality of the probabilistic

approach employed. This method was used

rather than a conventional maximum a poster-

140

(28

74 98 188 108 -

83 8? 78 56 64

69 71 49 42

35 41 ‘ 38 24 11 d

ion probability (Bayes) or maximum likelihood

classifier (6) for four reasons. First, the distri-

butions of feature values could not be conven-

iently modeled by mathematical functions. Sec-

ond, there was considerable overlap between

classes, leading to regions of high confidence in

classification and regions of low confidence.

Third, if the distribution of feature values were

identical in training and test sets (a theoretical

exercise only), the classification error would be

zero. Fourth, and most important, individual

decisions were not required for each chromo-

some or possible exchange. Little could be

gained by deciding whether each object was a

single chromosome or whether each possible

S.C.E. was indeed a sister chromatid exchange.

Instead, the expected value of the number of

single chromosomes and the expected value of

the number of S.C.E.’s on single chromosomes

were the only important quantities.
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FIG. 12. Comparison of manual and computer estimates of S.C.E. frequency. The chromosomes analyzed

were from control cells and from cells cultured with four different concentrations of mitomycin C. Each data
point represents classification of some or all of the chromosomes from twelve cells of the same culture. In
each case the test set was independent of the training set. The limit bar for each point represents the range
of measurements obtained with 16 classifiers generated from different training sets. The manual counts
were made by a trained cytologist.

Prior probabilities associated with occur-

rences of single chromosomes among all objects

and ofS.C.E.’s among all possible S.C.E.’s were

incorporated implicitly into the system in the

formation of probability tables from the train-

ing set. In estimating P��(single chromo-

some), the relative frequencies of single chro-

mosomes and other objects were assumed uni-

form in training and test sets. This assumption

is justified under conditions for which there is

no significant dependence of the incidence of

chromosome overlapping or breakage on the

S.C.E. frequency. At very high drug concentra-

tion, some increase in chromosome or chroma-

tid breaks might be expected (16, 21) but at

such drug levels the performance of the system

would be more severely limited by the inability

to resolve closely-spaced S.C.E.’s. Also, data

accumulated thus far indicate that the relative

frequencies of exchanges and nonexchanges in

the skewness distributions appear independent

of S.C.E. frequency. That is, no bias was

embedded by accepting the prior probabilities

exhibited in the training set.

Since all chromosomes in each cell were not

analyzable, S.C.E. frequencies were normal-

ized by the expected value of the total area of

those chromosomes which were scored. The re-

sultant quantity, expressed in S.C.E. per unit

area, can be converted to an estimate of the

exchanges per cell by multiplying it by the

average total chromosome area per complete

metaphase spread. A detailed analysis was not

made of the effects of variable chromosome con-
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(1 Based on batch processing sets of 20 cells.
S Based on sets of four cells.

traction on the results ofS.C.E. frequency mea-

surements.

The parameters characterizing the Parzen

estimates were chosen for their computational

simplicity. Future efforts will examine the ex-

tent to which a more sophisticated kernal based

on actual variances of the measurements would

yield more accurate estimates ofthe probability

density functions.

The major source of error in the system and

the cause of its ineffectiveness above 30 S.C.E./

cell was its inability to identify as possible ex-

changes all of the actual sister chromatid ex-

changes. This can be attributed to a resolution

limitation ofthe system: separate dark chroma-

tid regions were not always differentiated by

the method of Figure 6.

Several factors contributed to this problem.

First, the theoretical limiting optical resolution

of approximately 0.25 micron, although not of

major importance, did tend to blur the bound-

aries of the regions to be analyzed. Second, due

to the raster scan of the video system, the point

spread function orthogonal to the scan was a

true one pixel wide but parallel to the scan it

was approximately three pixels or 0.5 j.� wide.

Third, chromosome morphology sometimes

caused two dark chromatid regions defining an

exchange to appear contiguous. Fourth, low

contrast staining sometimes resulted in only a

three or four gray level difference in intensities

of the chromatids, allowing little dynamic

range for detection of dark regions by the

thresholding method. Fifth, saturation of the

video signal occasionally produced artificial

connections between dark-chromatid regions.

These factors were particularly significant at

high S.C.E. frequencies where the close spacing

of multiple exchanges resulted in small dark-

chromatid segments which were difficult to de-

tect. Inefficient detection of such regions, and

hence of pairs of exchanges, would help explain

the slight decrease in computer-measured

S.C.E. frequencies above true S.C.E. frequen-

cies of thirty per cell. However, there is at

present insufficient data to allow an assess-

ment of the magnitude of this effect.

Additional information could be extracted

from the available data were it possible to de-

tect exchanges on groups of touching chromo-

somes. While this could in principle be done

simply by adding the terms Pvl,�2(S.C.E.I

touching chromosomes)PA. � (touching chro-

mosomes) to the quation for N and APA. �

(touching chromosomes) to the equation for

5, our experience thus far has yielded poor

results with this approach. It is likely that

additional or more powerful exchange recogni-

tion features will be needed before S.C.E.’s on

touching chromosomes can be detected with the

same reliability as those on single chromo-

somes.

A number of features could be modified to

improve classification performance. For exam-

ple, it might be possible to more accurately

measure chromosome width by adopting a par-

abolic axis determination scheme, and hence

better distinguish single chromosomes, touch-

ing chromosomes, and other objects. Classifica-

tion of S.C.E.’s might be made more effective

by adopting a skewness measurement which

does not increase when the space between sister

chromatids increases.

Additional improvement could result from

incorporation offeatures for S.C.E. recognition

which are already present in the data but

which have not yet been exploited. Examples of

these include the chromosome width at the

TABLE I

Comparison ofProcessing Times for Manual and C omp uter Counting ofSister Chromatid Exchanges

Manual Min/Cell#{176} Computer Min/Cellb

1. Locate and photograph cells
2. Develop and print
3. Label photographs
4. Count S.C.E.
5. Organize results

5. Organize results

5
3

1
3
2

2

1.
2.

3.
4.

Locate cells
Scan and stone images

Retrieve and process images
Analyze data

8
3

3
<1

Total 14 <15
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points of skewness measurements and the lon-

gitudinal separation of the regions involved in

the skewness measurements.

It is expected that the resolution of the sys-

tem could be improved through incorporation of

some form of shape analysis into the threshold-

ing algorithm used for detecting possible S.C.E.

locations and through closer controls on the

specimen preparation procedure. No constraint

should be imposed relating to the nature of

metaphase spreads accepted for processing - it

is important to accept all metaphase spreads

which are encountered and in which a human

operator can successfully detect exchanges.

A feature of the system’s probabilistic formu-

lation which is yet to be exploited is its explicit

specification of expected error rates. A confi-

dence could be associated with each measured

S.C.E. frequency based on the probabilities de-

rived from the feature values. That is, a set of

well-stained chromosomes in which most possi-

ble exchange locations were assigned probabili-

ties near 0.0 or 1.0 would yield a more reliable

result than one in which the probabilities were

near 0.5. This follows directly from the fact that

the variance of the binomial distribution de-

scribing the number of single chromosomes or

S.C.E.’s actually observed among all events oc-

curring at a particular point in feature space is

proportional to p(l-p), where p is either

PA .�(single chromosome) or P�, .�2(S.C .E.�single

chromosome). Clearly this variance is mini-

mized (corresponding to high classifier confi-

dence) at p = 0.0 or p = 1.0.

We have not to date quantitated the variabil-

ity of computer scoring of a cell when it is

scanned in different orientations and with dif-

ferent illumination intensities. Such a study

would help to determine the reproducibility of

automated S.C.E. analysis in relation to that of

human scoring.

The processing speed of the system was lim-

ited primarily by the time required to locate

suitable metaphase cells rather than by compu-

tation time. The 3 mm consumed in picture

scanning and storage were necessary only to

accomodate our system of transmitting pictures

between computers. Significant improvement

in the processing speed of the system could be

made only by reducing the time required to

locate suitable metaphase spreads. The most

attractive means of accomplishing this is

through an automatic metaphase spread detec-

tion system coupled to the microscope (3).

Smaller gains in processing speed could be

achieved through conversion of image analysis

programs from FORTRAN to BCPL or assem-

bly language.

The system described in this report is a proto-

type designed to explore the feasibility of var-

ious approaches and algorithms both in terms

of their effectiveness in solving the pattern rec-

ognition problems involved and their computa-

tional efficiency. Implementation of some of the

improvements and extensions described in this

section and acquisition of a larger data base

will assist in determining whether automated

S.C.E. analysis is indeed a practical alternative

to manual scoring.
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